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Y EA R S OF PROPOSI N G JESUS CHRI ST

The Legacy of University Catholic

T

he day before students
were to arrive on campus in
August 2006, Fr. John Sims
Baker was given the key to an office,
access to what we now call Frassati
House, and little more. It was
baptism by fire for the new Catholic
Chaplain at Vanderbilt.
A graduate himself of Vanderbilt
University Law School (1989), Fr.
Baker showed up on campus in his
priestly clerics and began to build his
campus ministry from the ground up.
Rather than “re-invent the wheel,”
Fr. Baker set out to find the best of
Catholic campus ministries and to
follow their model. Texas A&M it
was, with their huge Aggie Catholic
presence, and soon Fr. Baker traveled
to College Station to learn from
them first hand.
Vanderbilt Catholic (V+C) was
decided as the name, and the
mission statement, which remains
the same 15 years later, was
adopted along with the four pillars/
dimensions upon which V+C would
organize: spiritual, intellectual,
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apostolic and human formation.
Every liturgical celebration or event
sponsored by V+C came under
one of these pillars to tie in to our
mission: to propose Jesus Christ and
to form His disciples on campus.

VIRTUAL ADORATION

Later that first year, ten students
traveled to Texas with Fr. Baker
during spring break for Aggie
Awakening; another ten returned
during summer break. Both groups
made the Awakening retreat then
learned to organize and staff it
so Awakening could be offered
to college students in Nashville.
(Awakening is still going strong
— now at Awakening XXVIII —
transforming about 100 college
students per semester.)
V+C became a vibrant community
of students who were serious about
their faith and sharing it with others.
Weekly Sunday suppers, service
projects, educational classes and
mission trips built V+C into a faithfilled community. The Holy Spirit
was transforming the lives of college
students in Nashville. Frassati House
became a home away from home for
those Catholic students. (And 15
years later, this legacy continues.)
FOCUS missionaries joined
Vanderbilt Catholic’s team in 2007
to reach students “where they were”
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EUCHARISTIC PROCESSION 2012

and to promote the Catholic faith
on Vanderbilt’s campus. Students
were engaged in Bible studies and
discipleship and were groomed to
evangelize their peers.
2012 was a pivotal year,
forcing Vanderbilt Catholic to
sever formal ties with Vanderbilt
University because of its religiouslydiscriminating “anti-discriminatory”
policies. We were still allowed to
have Mass and events on campus —
all that really changed was our name,
now University Catholic (UCat).
Divine Providence showed itself
in control as during that same time
Belmont University invited UCat
to take a more visible role on their
campus. We were not just serving
students at Vanderbilt, but Belmont,
Lipscomb, Trevecca, Aquinas and
more. “University Catholic” better
fit that reality.
In 2013 Fr. Baker was given a
second assignment as pastor of a
church in downtown Nashville. He
worked tirelessly for three years
giving his all to both assignments
and was rewarded with an associate

pastor, Fr. Michael Fye, to assist in
both campus and parish ministry
during UCat’s tenth school year.
After UCat’s 10-year celebration,
Fr. Baker was sent to Pontifical
College Josephinum in Ohio,
where he served as vice-rector. Fr.
Fye became full-time chaplain at

MISSION TRIP 2017

University Catholic, and served in
that capacity another three years.
As a newly-ordained priest, Fr. Fye
had boundless energy and continued
to cast the net wide to reach more
college students. In 2017 a second
FOCUS team was brought on to

MISSION TRIP 2019
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serve at Belmont University and to
expand UCat’s presence there. UCat
continued to flourish and experience
significant growth in student
involvement and conversions.
Fr. Gervan Menezes was named
UCat Chaplain in July 2019, when
Fr. Fye became a pastor of a local
parish. Fr. Gervan carried forth
that same mission, in basically the
same 15-year proven format, until
the Corona virus shut down all
universities in March 2020. Fr.
Gervan took University Catholic to
the internet and live-streamed daily
Mass and holy hours to spiritually
feed his scattered flock. He helped
student leaders with virtual meetings,
parties and worships to keep

students connected and the bonds of
friendship strong. Leaders continue
to be formed and sent forth.
In addition to adapting to the
demands brought about by the
pandemic, Fr. Gervan spearheaded
University Catholic’s re-branding,
giving a fresh, college-friendly
appeal to all UCat’s social media
and print materials.
The faces have changed through
the years — and today’s masks and
social distancing definitely look
different — but the mission of
University Catholic has not changed.
UCat’s strong legacy is best measured
by its fruit — the well-formed, wellrounded Catholic adults that have
been sent forth to transform the
world, one graduate at a time.
629.800.5151
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GOD’ S PLAN , N OT MI N E
A message from our Chaplain

I

t’s hard to believe that we are
already halfway through the
Spring Semester. So many
blessings and glory stories have
happened this semester. However,
we are still adapting, as March
for Life and SEEK this year went
virtual. Disappointing, yes, but the
students have made the best of it!
Despite our pilgrimage to
DC being cancelled, UCat
commemorated the March for Life
on January 29 by praying the Rosary

FR. GERVAN

outside Planned Parenthood, having
a Mass for Life with Bishop Spalding,
and some pizza at Frassati House
afterwards. Wow! Not my plans, but
Jesus’ plans.
As we reflect upon the UCat’s 15year legacy of Proposing Jesus Christ
and Forming His Disciples, it is time
to celebrate. We are celebrating all
the Lord has done in and through
us to ensure this legacy continues
far into the future. What better way
than to have a Gala? April 10 is the
day. That weekend the Church will
be celebrating Divine Mercy Sunday.
Bishop will lead us in prayer for the
Vigil Mass. I would like to invite y’all
to join our celebration.
Every time I open an envelope or
get an email with a new donation, I
feel your love and support. Thank you
for joining our mission. Please know
you are in our daily prayers.

PRAYER AT PLANNED PARENTHOOD 2021

Fr Gervan Menezes, M.Div.

“W

hen I first joined University Catholic, my faith was severely lacking. I attended

JOEY BROOKS

a Catholic high school in Vermont where I went on retreats and did service
trips, but I was still a non-practicing Catholic. I had a desire to return to the

Church, but I lacked the support to do so. That’s when I found University Catholic. UCat
provided a community that gave the support I needed to start going to Mass again and
more. That community was especially important as I came into college and still is now.
The people that I’ve met are ones that I look up to and inspire me to grow deeper in my
faith. The friendships that I’ve made are authentic and ones that will last a lifetime.
With this newfound support, I have experienced a conversion of heart. I’ve done things
that I never expected to do such as be in a bible study, go on a mission trip to Peru, enter
discipleship, and take on leadership positions within a religious community. I gained
many fruits by going on the Awakening retreats as a retreater and a staffer. I hope to
return the blessings that I’ve received to others in UCat through my role as Deputy Grand

”

Knight for the Knights of Columbus and my board position. I am grateful for University
Catholic for rekindling my faith through a welcoming and friendly community.
—Joey Brooks, sophomore, Belmont
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SPOTLI G HT:

JO S E P H T H E WO RKER
By Nick Aguirre, VU ’14, Director of Campus Ministry

J

oseph Coombe, a 2017 Vandy grad, and I first met as members of University Catholic’s
Intramural Soccer Team on the Intramural Fields of Vanderbilt back in 2013. I now call him
my “perfect man,” a Chariots of Fire reference, to our weekly 10 mile jogs, and am honored
to know such an industrious man with a beautiful mind and work ethic as Joseph Coombe.
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GEORGE CARTER
JOSEPH COOMBE

“A

s a freshman at Belmont
University, my faith was
not incredibly strong. I

attended a few UCat events, but
most of the time, I preferred to
do my own thing. I thought that
I could find my own community
and be a “good” Catholic
without anyone else’s help.
However, I found that trying to
make my own community was
difficult and my friends didn’t

Joseph has given freely of his time
and treasure in 2020-21 to ensure
that the Frassati House is a place
where students can Propose Jesus
Christ and Form His Disciples.
Joseph prefers to go unnoticed,
doing the right thing without being
asked, but his mark on the Frassati
House is evident.
The following are just a few of the
highlights:
• Served as a paint captain,
organizing all of the materials
needed for 40+ volunteers, in
re-painting the entire Frassati
House in August 2020.
• Improved Frassati’s wi-fi, thru
a detailed analysis, router
placement and cable installation.
• Transported wood and
furniture: including pianos,
church pews, and refrigerators.
• Cleaned a toilet overflow/flood,
as Good Samaritan, removed
soiled carpet.
• Installed security cameras, a
safe, coded door handles, and a
“singing” microwave.

• Sound proofed Fr. G’s office
wall nearest the Chapel.
• Built multiple hand sanitizing
stations from scratch.
• Installed a garbage disposal,
electrical wiring, and air vent in
the newly renovated kitchen.
• Created a wheeled base to house
a desk/bar for hot chocolate and
Theology on Taps.
• Hosted bonfires, and movie
nights (assembling homemade
PVC pipe 200-inch screen).
• Cooked orange chicken and
cream puffs w/ Cathedral
Young Adults for Sunday
Supper.
• Crafted the base for Fr. G’s San
Damiano cross print.
• Kept 80+ retreaters and staff
safe as COVID consultant at
Awakening retreat.
Joseph, an engineer with
Metamorph Inc. and Volunteer
Leader of the Cathedral Young
Adults (CYA), is a joy to be around,
and we are so grateful for his
generous stewardship.

always share my values. I had
virtually no accountability in my
practice of Catholicism, causing
my faith to become lukewarm.
I was missing the joy and love
that I saw in my friends who
participated in UCat. After much
convincing and some advice
from Fr. Gervan, I attended
UCat’s Awakening retreat.
What I found in that retreat
was a loving community who
accepted all my shortcomings
and pushed me to be a better
person. I have since become
much more involved with UCat,
and I am proud to be a part
of this wonderful community.
A great deal can come from
kindness. It changes your day.
It changes your mood, and it
may even change your life. The
UCat community has shown me
great love and kindness, and
it has changed my life for the
better. I am so thankful that the
UCat community exists to assist
towards Christ.

Note: In this Year of St. Joseph, University Catholic is happy to spotlight an
alumi whose faithful spirit of service resembles his patron saint.
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”

young Catholics in their journey

—George Carter, junior, Belmont
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KEVIN EBERLE

A S IM P LE I NV I TAT I O N
By Kevin Eberle

W

hen asked to write an
excerpt for this newsletter,
I spent a great deal of time
in prayer asking God for guidance
because, honestly, I had no idea what
to say. Fortunately, His answer was
both inspiring and humbling. After
one particularly frustrating hour of
prayer and reflection, I sat back in
my chair and said, “Okay God – I
have told you what I think I should
say, what I think people want to hear,
what clever quips I should throw in
to lighten the mood…I have done
enough talking. It is time for me to
try listening instead.” After exactly
thirty seconds of silent reflection,
I felt the Spirit move. I ultimately
decided that the best way to
contribute to the newsletter was to be
open and honest, willing to share my
thoughts and experiences and the role
UCat has played in my life.
As a lifelong practicing Catholic,
I had become wary of organized
religious groups, especially those
serving teens and young adults.
I have participated in many such
groups, some of which were fruitful
and inspiring, but most ended
up feeling more obligatory than
helpful. During my freshman and
half of sophomore year of college at
Marquette University (Milwaukee),
I avoided these groups. I went to
daily Mass, supported weekend
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liturgies as a musician and vocalist,
and continued to pray regularly, but
I lacked a strong sense of community
and belonging. Between semesters of
my sophomore year, I transferred to
Belmont University. Within one week
of my arrival, a FOCUS missionary
found me after Mass and invited me
to dinner. After that first meal, I never
went a day without the missionaries
inviting me to hang out, pray, or
meet other members of the UCat
community. The people I met in bible
studies, nights of praise and worship,
or hanging out around the Frassati
House became a crucial part of my life
in the new city. I have never been a
part of an organization that so openly
and authentically welcomes new
members, new friends. In addition
to opportunities like daily Mass,
adoration, retreats, and conferences,
UCat provided the community of
love and support that I did not realize
I lacked. Joining this community
helped my personal prayer life, which
led me to live more joyfully and freely,
which led me to devote more time
to the Church and all Her ministries,
which ultimately helped me to better
know God.
Because of the pandemic, my first
semester at Belmont was interrupted
and replaced by online classes and
meetings. After two months of
newfound peace, excitement, and
joy that came with my transfer, I,
like everyone, became a recluse. As
the Fall 2020 semester approached,

KEVIN “MEETS” THE POPE

I was excited to return to my studies

(something my parents never thought
they would hear me say) and to the
new community of friends I was
finding through UCat. Near the end
of the semester, the opportunity came
to apply as a student board member.
When the opportunity was first
mentioned, I immediately thought
“I have only been on campus for
a few months, I better leave these
leadership positions for people who
know more about this place.” As time
went on, the application deadline
continued to come up in homilies,
casual conversation with friends,
and in my thoughts and prayers. It
finally dawned on me that I should
not withhold an application because
I was afraid or anxious, nor should
I withhold one because I doubted
my ability to lead others to Christ.
Instead, the invitation that all of us
receive was to serve as part of the
body of Christ, a vessel through
whom God would make His presence
known. With this in mind, I applied
and was selected to serve on the
board for Belmont. Now as each day
comes to an end, I grow more and
more excited to wake up tomorrow
and see how God is working in the
lives of my fellow board members, in
the ministry team that works tirelessly
to bring Christ to college students,
and in the students we serve.
I share this to encourage all
students, alumni, and benefactors that
the mission and work of University
Catholic is alive and well — thriving
despite the secular direction in which
the world continues to spiral. This
community opened its doors and
welcomed me as a total stranger
with authentic love and the desire
to know and love me as one of their
own. University Catholic’s mission
works. University Catholic’s methods
work. University Catholic works, and
I do not know an organization more
worth our time, talents, and treasure.
Kevin is a junior at Belmont University
and 2021 president of UCat Belmont.
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FAITH
LOVE

ELIZABETH LANDSEN

M Y LI T T LE “ Y ES ”
By Elizabeth Landsen

I

t is a great honor to serve one’s neighbor. In
December 2019, Father Gervan asked me to serve
as the president over the Vanderbilt students at
University Catholic for the 2020 year. I wondered how
I would be able to balance this role with starting a
Master’s at Vanderbilt to become a nurse practitioner,
but I eventually realized that this would be a concrete
way to unite myself to the Lord’s will while practicing
sacrifice and abandonment.
After experiencing a radical re-conversion to the faith
during my first year of college, I found myself desiring
to more deeply practice the virtues of obedience and
charity. While priests have a bishop they look to or
religious sisters have a mother superior they look to,
I wondered how I could find this guidance in my
student life at a secular university. Under the chaplain’s
direction and prayer, leadership in UCat provides
a concrete call to mission that manifests Christ’s
command to “Go, therefore, and make disciples of
all nations,” (Matthew 28:19). My “nation” became
the souls that were already welcomed into the UCat
community and the souls of my classmates that have
not yet entered into the faith.
Beyond service to the Vanderbilt community, a goal
that I worked on with our executive board was to
unify the students that flock to University Catholic
from Nashville’s main universities: Vanderbilt,
Belmont, Aquinas, Trevecca, and Lipscomb. In our
UCat leadership structure, we had 4/5 of these
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schools represented in executive board positions. We
received ample fruit from this unity as our community
made use of unique gifts that these different student
populations have to offer. Our college community
serves as a microcosm for the greater Mystical Body of
Christ. We share the liturgy together, celebrate our joys
together, find collaborative ways to serve and praise the
Lord, and entrust our prayer requests to one another.
Furthermore, especially in this year of suffering from
the pandemic and acts of racial injustice, we were called
more than ever to stand with and support our suffering
brothers and sisters.
We are meant to walk the journey toward Heaven
together, and each little “yes” to the University
Catholic community and God’s providence draws us
further into the Father’s heart. These moments of
“yes” have transformed my life in such a way that the
Gospel takes the center of my studies, friendships,
home, leisure, relationship, reading, conversations,
plans, etc. Through personal relationship with
Our Lord, our example of faith sets us apart in our
everyday lives, and our peers inevitably notice and
wonder where our hope, joy, and peace comes from.
UCat teaches its students to witness humbly in how
we live and boldly in how we pray, trust, and come
together as a community.
Elizabeth is in the Master’s program at Vanderbilt University
and served as 2020 president of UCat Vanderbilt.
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N IV E R SA RY

FOSTERI N G VOCATI ON S
UCat Awarded Grants

MELCHIZEDEK PROJECT

U

niversity Catholic has been

of God. As a recipient of a smaller

awarded two grants from

grant from Serra International last

the Serra International

year, UCat’s Melchizedek Project had

Foundation, whose mission is to
foster and promote vocations in the
Catholic Church.
A total of $3,000 was awarded
to UCat’s Melchizedek Project and
Avow.
Melchizedek Project offers
college-aged men a safe, nopressure opportunity to explore
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fifteen active participants during
the 2019/2020 school year, four of
whom began seminary last fall.
Modeled after Melchizedek
Project, UCat’s Avow was launched
in January 2020 with over 30
college-aged women attending
the inaugural dinner event. When

God’s will for their lives and to

universities sent students home

seriously consider a vocation to the

after spring break last year because

priesthood. It has been a respite for

of coronavirus, Avow continued via

young men, allowing them to break

Zoom, and interest grew. Currently

through the clutter and distractions

several UCat women are seriously

of our busy world to hear the voice

considering consecrated life.
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